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Trump wished the Syrian Arab Republic a belated Merry Christmas by tweeting yet another
threat, warning the Syrian Armed Forces not to liberate Idlib from the approximately 10,000
al Qaeda terrorists who have occupied this area of the country, since the beginning of the
crisis.

Surely the 45th President of the USA knows these stats, supported even by the same UN
that also wails for al Qaeda on a regular basis. Surely Trump heard Special Presidential
Envoy to the alleged anti-Daesh Global Coalition, Brett McGurk when he emphatically stated
that  Idlib province is the largest al Qaeda safe haven since 9/11.

The Trump threat comes on the heels of his signing the new NDAA law, which includes the
Qatar-funded Caesar Hoax legislation, unprecedented peak colonialism which attempts to
forbid Syria from protecting its citizenship from terrorists armed by NATO, within its own
borders. The nasty Trump threat comes as Syria militarily enforces the Astana Agreement,
already liberating more than 30 villages from the criminally insane al Qaeda savages.

Perhaps Trump is seeking a bump in his approval ratings; the only time that he was revered,
cheered, practically fellated, was when he bombed Syria for al Qaeda, based on the criminal
lies  of  the  British  illegal  whose  medical  license  was  permanently  revoked  due  to  his
terrorism ties, via fake news! CNN, on 7 April 2017.
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British undoctor illegal, Shajul Islam was the source of the Khan Sheikhoun chemical hoax, 4
April 2017.

In the tweet where the POTUS threatens to again use the US military as al Qaeda’s second
air force, Trump again gave his support to the caliph wannabe, rabid Erdogan, lying that the
leader of Turkey — the country through which most of the 350,000 foreign killers entered,
and without stepping on any of the almost 200,000 land mines still  not cleared — was
working to stop the carnage (“carnage” is a word he likes, having used it in his inaugural
speech, when he promised that ”American carnage” would stop, though soon after, he
flexed those “American carnage” muscles, bombing two bridges in Syria).

Sure.. pic.twitter.com/j0Af0UUAim

— Fares Shehabi (@ShehabiFares) December 26, 2019

Though Trump has been consistent in supporting Erdogan’s war crimes against Syria — in
late  January  2017  he  announced  his  support  for  Turkey’s  invasion  and  occupation  of
Jarabulus — it is possible that the kissy faces in the tweet were meant as a request for
Turkey to stop recycling its al Qaeda militias from Syria into Libya.

The above quote from Laureate Najib Mahfouz is appropriate for the tripartite aggressors
running the UN; it is also applicable to Trump’s menacing tweet, given that two prominent
members of al Qaeda are on the US Treasury Department’s SDN list. Terrorist al Jolani has
been designated since 2013 and also has a ten million dollar bounty on his head (again, the
US  taxpayer  pays  and  pays:  Pays  for  the  weapons  to  arm  takfiri  in  Syria,  pays  for  the
bombing of Syria, pays for the 501(c) ‘charities’ and think tanks that function as press
liaisons for al Qaeda in Syria.).
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Jolani donned Trump wig 7 April 2017.

Nusra Front Commander Jolani Meets Commanders of FSA Moderate Rebels in Idlib with help of
Erdogan. [Trump does not know this?]

Saudi Muhaysini is also on the SDN list.

al Muhaysini is on the US Specially Designated Nationals list. Here he is with child soldiers he has
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trained.

Despite the ongoing economic terrorism inflicted on Syria, by the Trump regime, terrorists
continue to have exceptional telecommunications access, courtesy of Trump’s pal, Erdogan.
Saudi  illegal  and  designee  Muhaysini  has  recently  condemned  Christmas  celebrations,
enjoyed throughout the Syrian Arab Republic, except in al Qaeda occupied areas of Idlib.

Here is one of the icons of the Syrian “revolution”, the Idlib based Saudi Sheikh
Abdallah  Muhaysni,  blasting  Christmas  day  and  admonishing  Syrians  who
celebrate it. And we wonder why Christians support the legitimate government
in #Syria pic.twitter.com/TVT6vztEml

— Walid (@walid970721) December 26, 2019

How very odd that the great Christian President Donald J. Trump wishes to protect these
violent Al Qaeda criminals.
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